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QUESTION 1

Which two parameters are valid networking modes for a Linux container (LXC)? 

A. veth 

B. bridged 

C. nat 

D. macvlan 

E. routed 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the device-mapper-multipath package and configuration. Which statement is true? 

A. /etc/multipath.conf is created by the package installation process. 

B. /etc/multipath.conf must be created after installation by an administrator by copying from /usr/share/ doc/device-
mapper-multipath-/. 

C. mpathconf can modify the operating behavior of multipathing and persistent changes to the configuration file. 

D. The multipath command can modify the multipath service run-level configuration and persistent changes to the
configuration file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You must configure DHCPD on a system with one interface to support only the clients that require a fixed address. 

What must you define in /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf to meet this requirement? 

A. one SUBNET definition, without a RANGE definition, and multiple HOST definitions 

B. one SUBNET definition, without a RANGE definition, and multiple HOST definitions 

C. only one SUBNET definition with a RANGE definition 

D. only one SUBNET definition without a RANGE definition 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Examine the D script: syscall::write:entry { @[execname] = avg(arg2); } 

Note that the third argument to the write(2) system call is the size of the write being made. Which statement is true
about this D script? 

A. It displays the average write size that each unique process makes. 

B. It displays the average write size that each running program makes. 

C. It does not run because the aggregate is not named. 

D. It runs but produces no output. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the code fragment from /etc/tgt/targets.conf: 

 

backing-store /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk1.img 

write-cache off 

 

 

backing-store / iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk2.img 

initiator-address 192.0.2.105 

initiator address 192.0.2.106 

write-cache off 

 

 

backing-store /iSCSIsharedDisk/physDisk3.img 

write-cache off 

 

Which statement is true? 

A. Only the target identified by the iqn ending with mypc:2 is visible. This target is visible to the specific clients identified
by the initiator address. 

B. The initiator-address syntax in not valid. The address value should be specified as an iqn, not an IP address. This
causes an error, and only iqns ending with mypc:1 and mypc:3 are visible. 
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C. All targets are visible to prospective clients, but the target iqn ending with mypc:2 is visible exclusively to the
specified IP addresses. 

D. The initiator-address syntax is not valid. The address value must be specified as an iqn, not an IP address. The
initiator-address parameters are ignored and all targets are visible without restriction. 

Correct Answer: B 
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